With the popularity of big data and cloud computing, data parallel framework MapReduce based data warehouse systems are used widely. Column store is a default data placement in these systems. Traditionally star join is a core operation in the data warehouse. However, little related work study star join in column store and MapReduce environments. This paper proposes two new cache conscious algorithms Multi-Fragment-Replication Join (MFRJ) and MapReduce-Invisible Join (MRIJ) in MapReduce environments. All these algorithms avoid fact table data movement and are cache conscious in each MapReduce node. In addition, fact table is partitioned into several column groups for cache optimization in MFRJ; One group contains all of foreign key columns and each measure column is a group. In MRIJ, each column is separately processed one by one which has higher cache utilization and avoids frequently cache miss from one column to the other column. MRIJ is composed of several map operation on dimension tables and one MapReduce job. We also apply MRIJ on RCFile in Hive. All operations are processed in mapping phase and avoid high cost of shuffle and reduce operation. If the dimension tables are big enough and cannot cache in local memory, MRIJ is divided into two phases, firstly each dimension table join with corresponding foreign key column in fact table as commonly map reduce join concurrently or serially; secondly all internal results joined for final results based on position index. This strategy also can be applied to other multi-table join. In order to reduce network I/O, dimension table and the fact table foreign key column are co-location storage. Our experimental results in cluster environments show that our algorithms outperform existing approaches in Hive system.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of big data, conventional parallel data warehouse systems have been powerless because of high cost, poor scalability and unsatisfied fault-tolerant. So MapReduce-based [1, 2] data warehouse systems get more attention and applied extensively, such as Hive [3] in Facebook and Pig [4] in Yahoo. But those users often run into a performance problem. So, how to improve performance of the current MapReduce-based data warehouse systems is hot in both industrial and academic.
Data placement structure is one of the key factors for performance. In conventional data warehouse, column-store technologies [5] [6] [7] are used widely and high performance because they only read those attributes accessed by a query from disk and column-specific compression techniques. With the popularity of MapReduce framework, column store is introduced, such as RCFile [8] in Hive, COF [9] in IBM and CFile [10] in Llama. Based on these column store data structures, MapReduce algorithms performance is greatly improved.
In data warehouse, star schema is a most commonly used data model which is composed of a few big fact table and several small dimension tables. Star join is a core and important operation on star schema. But there is little related work attention to star join on similar column store in MapReduce based data warehouse system. Traditional join algorithms in MapReduce are proposed recently [10] [11] [12] . However, these algorithms do not consider the special situation of star join. In star schema, the fact table is very bigger than dimension tables and the fact table itself is also very large. When fact table stored in a distributed file system, critical to improve the performance of star join algorithms are to avoid fact table data movement or replication and processed locally. But conventional join algorithms cause fact table tuple movement and replication during shuffle and reduce phase significantly when applied to star join.
In addition, originally MapReduce is building on configuration low machine and the gap between cache and memory is smaller, so the cache feature is considered less. However, now the computer is highly configured in the cloud data center, and the gap between cache and memory is more and more. The cache characteristics will have a huge impact on performance [13] . Distributed caching technology has received much attention [14, 15] . To faster processing data in MapReduce environments, MapUpdate [17] and Main Memory Map Reduce(M3R) [18] are proposed which taking advantage of modern processor and memory technology. However, few MapReduce join algorithms consider cache and memory characteristics in each MapReduce node.
In this paper, we present two cache conscious star join algorithms full use of column store in MapReduce environments. One considers the column-group data placement, and the other each column separately storage.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: 3. We do the experiments using SSB benchmark and compare the performance with the Hive. The results demonstrate the high performance of our star join algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present detailed analysis of existing data placement and join algorithms on MapReduce framework in Section 2. We proposed MFRJ algorithm in Section 3 and MRIJ in Section 4. Performance evaluation is presented in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK

MapReduce and Data placement
MapReduce is a programming model for processing large data sets, and originally introduced by Google. The schema is composed of map and reduce two stages.
• Map: The master node divides the input into smaller sub-problems, and distributes them to worker nodes. The worker node processes the smaller problem, and passes the answer back to its master node.
• Reduce: The master node collects the results to all the sub-problems and sorted based on output key if needed. Then distributed the sorted data to worker node for computing the answer to the problem it was originally trying to solve.
MapReduce can utilize data locality processing data on or near the storage node to decrease data transmission. Hadoop [17] is an open-source implementation of MapReduce and widely used.
The difference of data organization format in MapReduce has a great influence on the amount of data transmission [10] , and thus has a great impact on performance. So MapReduce based data placement is concerned. A few new data placement structures are proposed such as RCFile, Cfile, etc. In conventional data warehouse system, three data placement structures are proposed, which are row-store, column-store and PAX [7] storage. Each structure has its own advantages. In short, row-store is writeoptimized, column-store read-optimized and PAX compromising read write operation. With the popularity of MapReduce, similar data structures are proposed. Corresponding relations are shown below in Table 1 . 
Join algorithms in MapReduce
Initially MapReduce is used to process one data set, so join operation is not necessary. With the expansion of application scope, MapReduce need analysis multi data sets, and join operations are introduced. Join is a common and important operation in relational database and well studied. In MapReduce environment, several join strategies are supported [10] [11] [12] 18 ].
• Map Reduce Join This is the most common approach to do join operation. Two tables are partitioned based on join key in map phase and sorted based on the key in shuffle phase. Each partition is joined at the corresponding node in reduce phase. This approach is like hash-join in a traditional database.
• Map Side Join If one of the two tables is small enough, the join can be completed in map phase. The query does not need a reducer. Small table is distributed in local memory for each mapper node. Then a fragment of big table joins with small table in each mapper. This approach is referred to Fragment-Replication Join [10] .
• Bucketed Map Join If tables being joined are bucketized, and the buckets are a multiple of each other, the buckets can be joined with each other. Join can be done on the mapper only.
This approach is similar to the data preprocessing [18] and sort-merge join.
Star-join in MapReduce Environments
Star-join is a very common operation in data warehouse. The star-join consists of one fact table F referencing several dimension tables D1, D2, ..., Dn. Throughout this article, we use the following definitions:
• Di has the primary key P Ki that is associated with the foreign key F Ki of F where i is the dimension identification number of Di
where f ki is the value of the foreign key F Ki and mi is a measure values.
• The star-join query might have restrictions CDi on Di and CFi on F .
Generally, star-join has the following form:
In order to more effectively deal with star join, concurrent join [10] and Scatter-Gather-Merge [12] algorithms were proposed. In concurrent join, a query is split into sub-queries over multiple datasets. These sub-queries are executed concurrently by distinct MapReduce phases. This strategy can reduce network overhead and I/O costs. When applied to star-join, for example star join F 1 D1 1 D2 is divided into F 1 D1 and F 1 D2. In reduce phase, the two temporary results are joined. Scatter-Gather-Merge join has the similar idea of concurrent join. Fact table is partitioned according  to the dimension table and joined However, all these algorithms will cause a big intermediate result and high I/O cost. Intermediate result need distributed again and high data replication cost.
In addition, now star join is supported in Hive. For the above star join, two map/reduce jobs involved in computing the join as the format ((F 1 D1) 1 D2) . The first of these joins D1 with F and buffers the values of D1 while streaming the values of F in the reducers. The second of these jobs buffers the results of the first join while streaming the values of D2 through the reducers. We think this is a very inefficient way for high I/O and data replication between two MapReduce jobs.
MULTI-FRAGMENT-REPLICATION JOIN
Multi-Fragment-Replication Join and Data placement
In a star schema model, dimension tables are smaller and the fact table is bigger commonly. The core idea of improving the performance is reducing the cost of data replication and movement for the fact In star schema, the number of measure columns is more than foreign key(fk ) columns, and fk columns have higher operating frequency. Moreover, star join requires access to majority of fk columns in most case. Utilizing column family data placement, we put all foreign key columns in one group and each measure column in each other one group. Fact table storage structure is shown as in Fig 1. In this data placement, cache utilization can be represented by the following formula.
Where s is the number of dimension tables associated with star join. MFRJ algorithm is completed through the following stages. 
Optimization and evaluation
In some case, dimension tables are big enough and the cost of caching and replication is heavily. We choose those smaller dimension tables replicated and join the fact table firstly, then the result joins big dimension tables like conventional map reduce join algorithms.
In MFRJ algorithm, all foreign keys are processed simultaneously. For each foreign key column, we need to read a dimension table join with. If the size of all dimension tables is bigger than local memory, dimension tables are frequently swapped in out and result in cache-thrashing. This will seriously affect the efficiency of our algorithm. So, local memory of each mapper node has the following requirements.
M >=
Where M is the size of local memory in mapper node. Usually, performance of join algorithms in a computer cluster is determined by network and disk I/O. The amount of data movement in MFRJ is mainly dimension table distributed in map phase and filtered key values in shuffle phase.
Where m is number of node in MapReduce, n is the numbers of star join related dimension tables, f0, ..., fi donte the selectivity of filter for each dimension table.
In addition, disk I/O of MFRJ is mainly caused by accessing fact table.
MD ≈ |F | × size(row
However, in some column store data warehouse each column is storage respectively [9] . MFRJ algorithm is not inappropriate for frequently cache miss from one to the other column. In addition, MFRJ algorithm has critical memory requirement and some node cannot meet this. So we proposed MapReduce-Invisible Join on separately storage structure and small memory node.
MAPREDUCE-INVISIBLE JOIN
Procedure of MapReduce-Invisible Join
In some column store data warehouse, each column is respectively storage in different data node. So we process each column one by one for data locality. This way is like invisible join [6] . So we called the algorithm as MapReduce-Invisible Join. In this algorithm, star join can be completed by several small map operation and one map reduce join. The procedure is divided into the following steps: 
Figure 3: Process of MR-Invisible-Join
Each dkvi is separately joined with corresponding fk column and generate f kvi. Measure columns are processed similar. The entire process is shown in Fig 3. In MRIJ, fact table is processed locally and not data replication and movement. Each column is separately read and joined, cache utilization is high. The size of data transfer is about:
Where m is number of nodes in MapReduce, n is the numbers of star join related dimension tables. Local memory of each mapper node has the following requirements.
MapReduce-Invisible Join on RCFile
RCFile is a default data storage format in Hive. A table stored in RCFile is first horizontally partitioned into multiple row groups. Then, each row group is vertically partitioned so that each column is stored independently. MRIJ algorithm is composed by several phases on RCFile format.
Same as MRIJ algorithm.
2. For the first foreign key column of fact table, each value joined with dkv 1, the result is key value f kv1 has the format {position, < v1 >}, where position is position information and v 1 from dkv 1.
3. Choose next dkvi and join with corresponding column f ki which in f kvi−1 position list, and generate f kvi like step 2.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until all dkvi are processed.
5. Based f kvn position list fetch measure column in join query.
In RCFile block, each hash table is separately used to get the position of fact table that satisfy the query condition one by one. For each foreign key column in the fact we get a key value pair where key is position and value is column value of the dimension table. An example is showed below in Fig 4. The algorithm's main purpose is to take full advantage of the locality of the fact table data to avoid network traffic during join processing and enhance the star-join query processing efficiency. All phases are completed in mapper and avoid high cost of shuffle operation. Data transmission of MP-Invisible-Join algorithm on RCFile is about:
Where n is number of node in Cloud, and dkvi is hash table constructed on dimension table Di.
MapReduce-Invisible Join with big dimension tables
In some case, dimension tables are large enough and cannot be storage in the local memory of each map node. Therefore, we deal with star join through two MapReduce jobs:
• First, each dimension • Second, in map step, each {pki, < values, position >} is transformed to {position, < values >}, at the same time the related measure columns are also input as {position, < measure >} format. In shuffle phase, all intermediate results sort based on position key. In reduce step, if each position counter is equal to the sum number of dimension tables involved in the join and measure columns, then selecting needed column output, to get the final result.
The process can be represented by the following formula and execution plan as Fig 5 .
In this algorithm, as we can see, star join is partitioned into several small joins. Performance of the algorithm is proportional to the number of dimension tables.
Similarly, in this algorithm the first job is costly. In this phase, fact 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this paper, we use the SSB benchmark comparing the performance of our algorithms and Hive. The SSB benchmark schema is composed of one fact In some case, MapReduce jobs of Hive translating from HQL are inefficient, so SQL-to-MapReduce translator is proposed such as YSmart [20, 21] . However, we do not compare our join Map/Reduce program with YSmart generated code because YSmart dose not consider data placement.
SSB query 3.1 and 4.1
We first compare original SSB Q3.1 and Q4.1 with different join algorithms. The results are shown in Fig 7. As we have seen, Hive join algorithms have similar performance in TextFile and RCFile in Fig 7(a) . This is mainly because although RCFile is column storage, but RCFileInputFotmat is row-oriented. Thus, advantages of column store do not play a role. Our experimental results also show that Hive join on TextFile and RCFile has similar I/O and performance. At the same time, our algorithms obtained approximately twice the acceleration because of less disk I/O and cache feature optimization. In star join, the primary cost is disk I/O of the fact table. Our algorithm needs to read fact table data are approximately half of the HIVE algorithm.
no where condition
In some case, the star join only include join condition no where condition, we test Q3.1 and Q4.1 by removing where condition on dimension tables. The result is shown in Fig  8. In this case, our algorithm gets twice speedup. The experimental results coincide with the original query.
not include measure columns
In our algorithms, measure columns are separately processed. If the star join does not include measure columns, our algorithms can acquire higher speedup. MFRJ can be completed in map phase and MRIJ does not require access measure columns. The result is shown in Fig 9. 
MRIJ with big dimension tables
If the dimension tables are big enough, distributed di- In addition, MRIJ is proportional with the number of dimensions. So, In the higher dimensional case, the MRIJ algorithm has higher performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present two star join algorithms in MapReduce framework. All these algorithms apply column-wise partitioning scheme to improve cache characteristics. We study the performance problem on different data placement. We evaluate algorithm's performance by comparing it against Hive on SSB datasets and provide the speedup of two times compared to Hive.
In next step, we will apply data compression in column storage for less I/O and high performance. We will also study cache and network conscious algorithms in MapReduce environments.
